3rd Annual Paws 4 A Cure Canine Cancer Walk

The 3rd Annual Paws 4 A Cure Canine Cancer Walk was held on Sunday, May 16th, 2010 at Lake Quannapowitt, Wakefield, MA to benefit the dogs of the Magic Bullet Fund.

The 3rd Annual Paws 4 A Cure Canine Cancer Walk was sponsored by:
Healthy Dog Pet Co., Photography by Corinna, Happy Tails Pet Service and Beantown Tails Magazine.

Thank you to the companies below that generously donated the following items:
Photography by Corinna took team and individual photographs to be used in future Paws 4 A Cure advertisement.
Watson Printing of Wellesly Hills donate the posters for the second year, thank you!
Dogswell donated dog treats that were passed out at the walk.
Gone To The Dogs donated poop bags.
Zany Bandz donated the dog rubber band bracelets.
Stop & Shop of Reading donated bottled water.
Throne Depot donated the use of two portable toilets.

Thank you to the wonderful volunteers that helped passing out flyers, blowing up balloons, helping with registrations, t-shirt sales and raffle ticket.

| Alisa MacFail                  | Jessica Gilbert           | Matt Keating            |
| Maria Caliri                  | Jeff Caliri              | Cheri Morgan            |
| Heather Benson Hines          | Tommy Hines              | Jessica Belyea          |
| Gina Chiavaroli               | Crystal Chiavaroli       | Nicole Chiavaroli       |
| Paula Cushman                 | Julie Pulson             | Kelly Fitzgerald        |
| Jenn Hayes                    | Dave Maldonado           | Kara Retalic            |
| Jill Myhre                    | Sarah Castine            | Jojo & Eddie            |

Tables/Vendors At The Walk

Animal Hospital of Lynnfield
Animal Protection Center of Southeastern MA
Best Friends Pet Care
Dogwood Cottage
Grooming Unlimited
Groom All Pet Grooming Salon
Happy Dog Directory
Happy Tails Pet Service
Jewelry by Ali

Melody Joy Gaeta - Pet Friendly Real Estate
Natura Pet
Northeast Coonhound Rescue
Photography By Corinna
Parachute Dog
Parts2PCs
Paws Here
Taste of the Wild
The Magic Bullet Fund